Four girls are sitting on the beach. The beach is stony. Their names, from left to right, are Lucy, Kate, Eliza and Alice.

Kate is holding a star-fish.

They are wearing warm clothes because the wind is cold.
Alice is holding one smooth, round pebble.

She wants to keep it.
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Alice is holding one smooth, round pebble.
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Eliza is holding three large, grey pebbles.

She carries her three pebbles to the sea.

She throws them into the sea.

Eliza is holding three large, grey pebbles.

She carries her three pebbles to the sea.

She throws them into the sea.
Kate looks at the sea.

The sea is going back, back, ....back.

Kate walks carefully, nearer and nearer to the water.
The sea stops going back.

It suddenly comes rushing towards Kate.

She turns and runs up the beach.

She wants to keep her white trainers dry!
Good-bye!